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Online service "sportreserve" as an effective 
resource for monitoring  the physical fitness 

of students
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Introduction. To date, the implementation of sci-

entific research and the introduction of new develop-

ments, taking into account the segments of the Sport-

Net market and the Strategy for the Development of 

Physical Culture and Sports in the Russian Federation, 

updates the agenda for improving the mechanisms for 

information support of activities in the field of physical 

culture and sports, introducing modern online servic-

es for preparing a sports reserve, attracting the largest 

number of the population to regular physical culture 

and sports, the implementation of a unified statisti-

cal reporting. The digital transformation of physical 

culture and sports means not only the development 

and implementation of technical solutions, but also a 

huge amount of related work: conducting scientific re-

search, eliminating legal barriers, training and devel-

oping user competencies [2].

An analysis of industry scientific and theoreti-

cal journals in the field of physical culture and sports 

showed an increased interest of the scientific commu-

nity in research on IT development, as well as the intro-

duction of scientific and experimental developments 

that ensure the preparation of a sports reserve, auto-

mated data processing of basic health indicators and 

monitoring the physical fitness of students [1, 3-6].

Objective of the study was to identify the func-

tionality of the online service of the automated infor-

mation system (AIS) "Sportreserve" in working with 

the sports reserve, selection and support of the most 

gifted children at the stages of sports training.

Methods and structure of the study. The pur-

pose of the AIS "Sportreserve" is to search for gifted 

children for selection in groups of sports sections. The 

tools for developing a software service were defined 

as the most universal cross-platform PHP Storm IDE 

solutions designed for writing interface program text 

and implementing a database management system. 

More than 50,000 students from budgetary educa-
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tional institutions of the city of Surgut were involved in 

testing the online service of the AIS "Sportreserve".

Results of the study and their discussion. 

The design of the AIS Sportreserve online service in-

cluded three main stages:

• development of the concept and terms of refer-

ence, a module for analyzing data on the physical fit-

ness of children for programming the main functions, 

a digital analytical service for searching and accom-

panying gifted children to form a sports reserve in the 

Ugra region;

• creation of a user's personal account on the site 

https://rosinwebc.ru/, through which it was possible 

for specialists to carry out search access to a data-

base containing information on indicators of children's 

physical fitness and formed using the "AS FGC GTO" 

service. Also, the functions of analysis and data pro-

cessing were adjusted according to the specified pa-

rameters to identify gifted children;

• integration of the online service "Sportreserve" 

with the "AS FGC GTO", which contains data on the 

conditional profile of the development of the main 

physical qualities of children, taking into account the 

results of fulfilling the standards of the GTO Complex.

The AIS "Sportreserve" has automated the main 

algorithms, as well as created directories for record-

ing data at all stages of sports training with uploading 

an athlete's individual electronic passport and relevant 

analytical data. The online service allows you to sup-

port the sports reserve, as well as provide data for 

making important decisions aimed at developing the 

success of each talented child, and identifying break-

through points for the development of their future 

sports career, demonstrating high sports results.

Conclusions. The online service AIS "Sportreserve" 

can be used in scientific, organizational and sports-

methodical work of physical culture and sports or-

ganizations in working with a sports reserve, selection 

and support of gifted children at the stages of sports 

training. The program provides the following functions: 

automated recording of data on sports activities of ath-

letes; generation of individual reports, creation of data-

bases by sections of the athlete's digital passport.
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